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ABSTRACT
Acknowledgements in research publications, like citations,
indicate influential contributions to scientific work;
however, large-scale acknowledgement analyses have
traditionally been impractical due to the high cost of
manual information extraction. In this paper we describe a
mixture
method
for
automatically
mining
acknowledgements from research documents, using a
combination of a Support Vector Machine and regular
expressions. The algorithm has been implemented as a
plug-in to the CiteSeer Digital Library and the extraction
results have been integrated with the traditional metadata
and citation index of the CiteSeer system.
As a
demonstration, we use CiteSeer’s autonomous citation
indexing (ACI) feature to measure the relative impact of
acknowledged entities, and present the top twenty
acknowledged entities within the archive.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.7 [Artificial Intelligence]:
Processing – text analysis.
H.3.1 [Information Storage and
Analysis and Indexing – linguistic
methods.
H.3.7 [Information Storage and
Libraries – collection.

Natural

Language

Retrieval]: Content
processing, indexing
Retrieval]: Digital

Keywords
Acknowledgements, Information Extraction, Text Mining,
CiteSeer.

INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of the Science Citation Index [11],
researchers, funding agents, promotion and tenure
committees, and others have used citation index measures
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to ascertain the quantity and quality of the impact of
articles and authors as well as to explore the topical and
social structure of scientific communities. Constructing
citation indices can be a resource-intensive knowledge
capture and management task. Until recently, two models
for dealing with the cost of data extraction have been
proposed for citations: a centralized model in which an
organization pays employees for manual indexing and
offers the results as a service (this model is used by The
Institute for Scientific Information), and a distributed
model that would shift the labor of citation indexing to
authors [2,6]. Although distributed models promise to
reduce the cost of indexing while increasing coverage, such
systems have not been realized.
A third alternative for creating citation indices is the
development of automatic, intelligent systems for citation
extraction and management, as demonstrated in the
CiteSeer Digital Library [17] and Google Scholar 1. Such
techniques drastically reduce the cost of data extraction and
relationship identification at the expense of some lost
accuracy in the data. Both CiteSeer and Google Scholar
have shown that automated citation management systems
can be successful, and are widely used sources of citation
information.
Despite the usefulness of citations for the assessment of
research contributions and network analysis, citations alone
fall short of describing the full network of influence
underlying primary scientific communication. In addition
to referencing published material, many researchers choose
to document their appreciation of important contributions
through acknowledgements. Acknowledgements may be
made for a number of reasons, but often imply significant
intellectual debt to fellow researchers. Many funders of
scientific work require acknowledgements in scientific
publications, thus acknowledgement can be used to identify
relationships of government and corporate entities to
researchers and research output.
Acknowledgements embody a wide range of relationships
among people, agencies, institutions, and research.
1
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Classification schemes [5] have been proposed for six
categories of acknowledgement: 1) moral support, 2)
financial support, 3) editorial support 4) presentational
support (e.g. presenting a paper at a conference), 5)
instrumental/technical support, and 6) conceptual support,
or peer interactive communication (PIC). Of all the
categories, PIC has been considered the most important for
identifying intellectual debt [18]; some researchers have
considered acknowledgements of PIC to be at least as
valuable as citations [9,4]. Acknowledgements of financial
and instrumental support are valuable indicators of the
contributions that organizations have made to research
activities.
Despite
their
promise
as
an
analytic
tool,
acknowledgements have remained a largely untapped
resource. Presumably, the reason that acknowledgements
are not currently included in major scientific indices has to
do with cost of manual information extraction associated
with traditional citation indexing. In order to make largescale acknowledgement analyses practical it is necessary to
take a similar approach to automatic citation indexing and
develop
automatic
methods
for
extracting
acknowledgements from documents. Niche digital libraries
such as CiteSeer [17] and SMEALSearch 2 create ideal
testing grounds for new document information extraction
algorithms, and also provide opportunities to produce fieldspecific analyses of trends across scientific communities.
We have developed an algorithm for automatic
acknowledgement extraction in order to extend the native
knowledge capture capabilities of CiteSeer. This initial
algorithm identifies acknowledging text passages and
extracts the names of acknowledged entities. This data is
stored in an auxiliary index alongside CiteSeer’s traditional
indices and special bridges have been created to integrate
the new acknowledgement data into the CiteSeer system.
This integration represents a structural shift in entity
relationship handling in CiteSeer, requiring an extension of
the traditional author-document and document-document
relationships to reified relations between entities and
documents, flexibly modeling the roles of entities within
the data [10].
This work is the first effort to extend the semantics of
research contribution beyond authorship and citations in
CiteSeer. Specifically, including acknowledgements in the
CiteSeer archive has the following advantages:
• Contributing entity identification. Governmental and
corporate sponsors of research are invisible in the
traditional CiteSeer metadata.
Additionally,
researchers who contribute to papers through informal
channels are not currently identified. Identifying and
tagging acknowledged entities opens CiteSeer to new
uses where understanding the context of research
support is desired.
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Improved impact assessment.
By combining
acknowledgement information with a citation index,
the value of acknowledgements, or impact of
acknowledged entities such as researchers or funders,
can be measured according to the citation rank of the
acknowledging paper.
• Social network extension.
Acknowledgement
information provides more entity relationships for
social network analysis, including a more complete
picture of scientific communication and influence.
• Data linking. Combining acknowledgements with
entity tagging in other contexts such as authorship and
affiliations allows the identification of multiple roles
that unique entities may have within the scientific
community.
The problem of extracting acknowledgements from
research articles can be viewed as a specific case of
document metadata extraction. Several approaches have
been proposed for automatic metadata extraction, with the
most common tools including regular expressions, rulebased parsers and machine learning algorithms. Regular
expressions and rule-based parsers are easily implemented
and can perform acceptably well if data are well-behaved.
However, machine learning techniques are generally more
robust and easily adaptable to new data. Machine learning
methods used for information extraction include inductive
logic programming, grammar induction, symbolic learning,
hidden Markov models (HMM), and Support Vector
Machines (SVM). Due to recent success using SVMs for
learning in high-dimensional feature spaces [15,8], SVMs
are becoming increasingly popular tools for classification.
Recent work has shown it possible to recast the problem of
information extraction as a classification task [3,13], and
SVMs have been proven to be effective for chunk
identification and named entity extraction [19,16,23].
While highly effective at metadata extraction, much recent
work using machine learning for information extraction
[13,22] exploits the semi-structured format of document
headers for chunk identification and classification. The
problem of basic acknowledgement extraction involves the
identification of chunks of a single class found most often
within free text. Machine learning techniques have been
employed with great success for named entity extraction
from unstructured text [1,20], particularly in the context of
the Message Understanding Conferences. Despite the
success of sophisticated tools, we have found that regular
expressions work acceptably well for identifying
acknowledgements within identifiable acknowledgement
passages, and we have chosen to implement name
extraction using regular expressions for our initial
algorithm. However, while most acknowledgements are
contained within identifiable passages, a significant portion
of acknowledgements is found within unlabeled passages.
For
the
more
difficult
case
of
identifying
acknowledgements in unlabeled text passages, we use a
SVM for passage identification.
•
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In this paper we discuss a mixture method for automatic
acknowledgements extraction using a combination of
regular expressions and a SVM for acknowledgement
passage identification, and regular expressions for entity
name extraction. The extraction performance analyses and
results are based on experiments using computer science
research papers.
As a demonstration, this paper also discusses an application
of the acknowledgement extraction algorithm to documents
within the CiteSeer digital library. The acknowledgements
received by various entities are counted and the results are
cross-referenced with citation information within CiteSeer
in order to provide a relative measure of the impact each
acknowledged entity has had within the archive. A
prototype web interface for browsing the results is
introduced. Although the extraction results presented here
are limited and demonstrational, a large-scale
acknowledgement analysis has recently been presented
elsewhere based on results from the algorithm described in
this paper [12].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: the
data sets used for developing and training the extraction
algorithm components are described, and then the
acknowledgement extraction algorithm is presented in
detail. The experimental results of the extraction algorithm
on the test data will be presented. Finally, the preliminary
integration of the acknowledgement algorithm with
CiteSeer will be discussed and an application of the
algorithm to documents in the CiteSeer digital library is
presented.

generated by creating a random sequence of document ids
and manually examining the documents in order until 800
documents with acknowledgements were found. The set
was used to calculate the proportion of acknowledgement
passages contained within acknowledgement sections.
Therefore, documents were tagged according to the type of
acknowledgement passage contained.
Individual
acknowledgement passages within datasets 2 and 3 were
identified, such that entire acknowledgement sections
within dataset 2 were tagged as such, and all lines
containing acknowledging text in dataset 3 were tagged
(see Figure 1).
1.

represented by Anderson is right, then what remains
to be done is to work out the specifics for each
particular family of affixes. Otherwise, the issue of
affix versus
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PROBLEM AND DATASETS
Most acknowledgements in research papers are found in
clearly identifiable acknowledgement sections within
documents.
Acknowledgement sections are easily
identified using regular expressions.
However,
acknowledgment passages may also be found in unmarked
sections, within the document header, or within footnotes.
These acknowledgement passages are typically found at the
beginning of documents (before the abstract or
introduction, or on the first page) and at the end (before the
references or first appendix). In order to identify these
passages, we extract roughly the first page of the document
and the last page before the reference section or the first
appendix, which ever comes first. We then classify the
lines of extracted text using a SVM to identify those lines
containing acknowledgements.
Collections of documents and text passages containing
acknowledgements were obtained from CiteSeer.
Specifically, four sets of documents were obtained: 1) 800
documents containing acknowledgements in any location,
2) 400 documents containing acknowledgement sections, 3)
400 documents containing acknowledgements outside of
acknowledgement sections, and 4) 200 documents
containing no acknowledgements.
Each dataset was
created by randomly selecting documents from the archive
and manually reviewing each paper. Dataset 1 was

Figure 1. Labeled acknowledgement passage from
dataset 2, numbered to demarcate lines in the text. This
particular passage contains an acknowledgement in a
footnote, and the unusual structure is due to postscript
to text conversion.

EXTRACTION ALGORITHM
In this section we describe the components of our
acknowledgements
extraction
technique,
including
acknowledgement passage identification and entity name
extraction. The algorithm uses two methods for identifying
acknowledgement passages: a regular expression for
extracting acknowledgement sections and a SVM for
identifying lines containing acknowledgements outside of
labeled acknowledgement sections. A regular expression is
used to extract entity names from acknowledging text.

Passage Identification by Regular Expression
For each document, we first try to identify a labeled
acknowledgement section using two distinct regular
expressions. The first expression finds text before the
reference (or bibliography) section or the first appendix and
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after
the
nearest
occurrence
of
the
word
“acknowledgement”. If the first expression fails to find a
match, the second expression finds text before the abstract
or introduction and after the nearest occurrence of the word
“acknowledgement”. Section headers are identified by
matching a newline followed by the section title or a
newline followed by a number sequence (e.g. 3 or 4.5.1)
followed by white space followed by the section title. Any
passages over 1500 characters long are discarded at this
phase of the algorithm. Although crude, this method
achieves a very high degree of precision at extracting
acknowledgement sections.

Passage Identification by Line Classification
The regular expression method for identifying
acknowledgement sections is very precise; however, the
method only retrieves roughly two thirds of the
acknowledgement passages in our data set. Clearly, a more
sophisticated technique for extracting the additional
acknowledgement passages is needed. The following
section describes a three-step technique for identifying
acknowledgement passages based on line classification.
Through a careful review of 500 documents containing
acknowledgement
passages
outside
of
labeled
acknowledgement sections, it was found that most
acknowledgements in this class of documents occur on the
first page of the document or the last page preceding the
reference section or the first appendix. It was further found
that 87.87% of these acknowledgement passages could be
found within a 100 line region in the target locations.
Thus, for each document, in addition to extracting any
labeled acknowledgement section, we extract the first 100
lines of the documents and the last 100 lines before the
reference section or first appendix. The extracted passages
are treated as candidate text for further extraction of
acknowledgement passages.
We chose to use a machine learning technique for
classifying lines of candidate text into the classes
“acknowledging” and “non-acknowledging”. A Support
Vector Machine was trained to classify lines through a
limited set of features, including only the unstemmed
words and the number of capitalized words in the line. We
used the SVM_light software package [14] for the
experiment and algorithm application. The best results
were obtained using a linear kernel function and all
parameters set by SVM_light during cross-validation.
We obtained good classification performance for lines
containing acknowledging phrases as well as capital name
words.
However, we found that multi-line
acknowledgement passages often contain some lines that
are not correctly classified by the SVM, resulting in a loss
of recall during entity name extraction. This phenomenon
also causes precision errors when entity names span
multiple lines of different classes. In order to mitigate this
problem, we merge all lines from the first line classified as
positive (“acknowledging”) through the last line classified
as positive into a single passage, provided the positive lines

are not too far apart (distance greater than 3 consecutive
negatively classified lines). All lines in the passage are
then reclassified as positive. This technique had the effect
of improving line recall by 17.34%. In addition, line
merging improved the precision of subsequent entity name
extraction by 8.70%.

Entity Name Extraction
Once we obtain acknowledgement passages via the
techniques discussed above, the task remains to extract the
names of acknowledged entities within the passage. We
treat this as a chunk identification task and use a regular
expression to determine chunk boundaries. The regular
expression contains six distinct cases that are applied to
text chunks in order, using greedy search. That is, any text
that is found to match an early case is prevented from
matching subsequent cases. Table 1 presents the ordered
set of cases used within our regular expression.
Table 1. Regular expression cases for entity name extraction.
Case

Description

Examples

1

Dot-delimited acronyms

D.A.R.P.A.

2

Undelimited acronyms

DARPA

3

Capital word phrases with
linking words

Air Force Office
of Scientific
Research

4

Capital word phrases with
common abbreviations

John F. Kennedy

5

Single capital words followed
by organization indicator

Denny’s, Inc.

6

Single capital words not at the
beginning of a sentence

Microsoft

Instance merging
Oftentimes, the same organization or person may be
acknowledged using multiple name variations in different
acknowledgement passages. For example, the National
Science Foundation may be acknowledged as “National
Science Foundation”, “NSF”, or “N.S.F.” An individual
person may also be acknowledged using the individual’s
full name, last name only, or using the last name and any
combination of other names and initials. We employ three
complementary techniques for merging organization
names, leaving the merging of individual person names to
future work.
The first two techniques are “online”; that is, they are used
during the addition of the algorithm results to our database.
The most basic technique we use is to simply strip periods
out of extracted names before adding the names to our
database. Thus, “NSF” and “N.S.F.” are treated as the
same entity. In order to store acknowledgements to the full
names of organizations as well as their acronyms in the
same data instance slot, we allow every acknowledged
entity to have a full name and an abbreviation in our
database.
A manually generated list of common
organization name/acronym pairs is used during the
database addition process. Each extracted name that is a
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sequence of capital letters is compared with the list of
name/acronym pairs in order to determine the expanded
name.
The online name expansion process offers a partial remedy
to the problem of name expansion, but it is not possible to
know all organization name/acronym pairs in advance. In
order to supplement the online process, an offline
procedure has been developed in which the entire database
is scanned for acronyms that are not associated with any
expansion. The list of acronyms is then matched against
full names in the database in order to automatically
determine candidate expansions.
Once all candidate
expansions for the acronyms have been identified, the
results are presented to a human user who can then decide
whether to accept one of the given expansions. All positive
human input results in the merging of table entries for the
acronym and the identified name expansion. The new
association is entered into the name/acronym pair list for
use in the online name expansion process in the future.

Precision

Recall

Acknowledgement passage
extraction

0.9951

0.6711

In order to facilitate algorithm performance analysis in
terms of actual entity names, it was necessary to estimate
the mean number of acknowledged entities in passages
extracted by Methods A and B. It was found that the
acknowledgement sections identified by Method A
contained an average of 4.89 acknowledged entities,
whereas acknowledgement passages identified in Method B
contained an average of 2.02 acknowledged entities.
Before presenting the equations for measuring our
algorithm’s performance it is necessary to first introduce
some term definitions.
Definitions:
PA the proportion of true acknowledgement passages that
are retrieved by method A;
PB the proportion of true acknowledgement passages that
are not retrieved by method A;
NA the average number of acknowledged entities in
passages retrieved by method A, found to be 4.89;
NB the average number of acknowledged entities in
passages not retrieved by method A, found to be 2.02;
PrextA the precision of acknowledgement passage extraction
in method A;
PrextB the precision of acknowledgement passage extraction
in method B;
PrregA the precision of name extraction from passages
retrieved in method A;
PrregB the precision of name extraction from passages
retrieved in method B;
Prsvm the precision of SVM line classification using line
merging;
RextA the recall score for method A in terms of all
acknowledgement passages;
RregA the recall score for name extraction from passages
retrieved by method A;
RregB the recall score for name extraction from passages
retrieved by method B;
RextB the recall score for identifying candidate text passages
for classification using method B;
Rsvm the recall score for SVM line classification using line
merging.
The variables PA and RextA reference the same value, but are
separated here for clarity. The equations for the total
precision and recall for the complete extraction algorithm
(Prtot and Rtot, respectively) are as follows:

Name extraction

0.7827

0.9407

PA N A
PB N B
PrextA PrregA +
Prsvm PrregB = Prtot
PA N A + PB N B
PA N A + PB N B

0.2451

0.8788

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to test the performance our method, we applied the
algorithm components to several labeled data sets,
described in Section 2. For the purpose of analysis, we
divide the algorithm into two discrete methods, A and B.
Each method was tested separately on different datasets
and the results were combined to produce an analysis of
total algorithm effectiveness.
The process of extracting acknowledgement sections via
regular expression match, along with subsequent entity
name extraction, is defined as Method A. This is a twophase procedure that was applied to 600 documents
containing the union of datasets 2 and 4. Method B is
defined as the process of extracting acknowledgement
sections from documents in which acknowledgements
occur outside of labeled acknowledgement sections, along
with subsequent entity name extraction. This is a threephase procedure involving candidate passage extraction,
SVM line classification, and name extraction. Method B
was tested against the 600 documents comprising datasets 3
and 4. The results of each phase of Methods A and B are
presented in Table 2, along with the total algorithm
performance.
Table 2. Algorithm performance by component.
Procedure
Method A

Method B
Candidate passage selection

and

SVM line classification using
line merging

0.9434

0.8772

Name extraction

0.8611

0.8732

Total Algorithm

0.7845

0.8955

PA N A
PB N B
RextA RregA +
RextB Rsvm RregB = Rtot .
PA N A + PB N B
PA N A + PB N B

!

The calculations yield 0.7845 as the precision of our
algorithm and a recall score of 0.8955. These numbers are
!
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consistent with the bias toward recall coded into our regular
expression.

Top Twenty Acknowledged Entities
Table 3. Top twenty acknowledged entities in CiteSeer.
Number
of acks

Total
citations

C/A
Metric

National Science
Foundation

12,207

144,643

11.77

Defense Advanced
Research Projects
Agency

4,712

80,659

17.12

Office of Naval Research

3,080

48,873

15.87

Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft

2,780

9,782

3.52

National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

2,408

21,242

8.82

Engineering and
Physical Sciences
Research Council

2,007

16,582

8.26

Air Force Office of
Scientific Research

1,657

16,850

10.17

Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research
Council of Canada

1,422

12,050

8.47

International Business
Machines

1,380

23,948

17.35

Department of Energy

1,054

5,562

5.28

Australian Research
Council

1,010

5,464

5.41

Intel Corporation

962

14,441

15.01

Digital Equipment
Corporation

831

16,390

19.72

European Union
Information
Technologies Program

825

9,594

11.63

Hewlett-Packard

735

11,186

15.22

National Institutes of
Health

709

7,279

10.27

Army Research Office

666

7,709

11.58

Sun Microsystems

651

12, 042

18.50

Netherlands
Organization for
Scientific Research

646

2,843

4.40

Carnegie Mellon
University

640

10,840

16.94

APPLICATION TO CITESEER DATA
In this section we present the results of applying our
algorithm to documents within the CiteSeer archive, as well
as a prototype web interface that we created to display the
acknowledgement information.
We also present an
analysis of the top twenty acknowledged entities within our
document collection. At the time of this writing, the
algorithm has been applied to 335,000 of the 575,000
documents within CiteSeer’s databases.

Acknowledgement Trends
Initial analyses revealed that the distribution of
acknowledgements to named entities (e.g. “National
Science Foundation” or “John Smith”) within the CiteSeer
archive follows a power law such that only a few entities
are named very frequently while a great many entities are
named only rarely (see Figure 2). The power law trend in
acknowledgements has been previously reported in a study
involving manual extraction of acknowledgements from
research papers within information science and sociology
journals [7,4]. An analysis of the ISI data set [21] has
shown that citations also follow a power curve. The ISI
study shows an exponent of approximately -0.5 for the
distribution of citations, which is comparable to our finding
that CiteSeer’s citation distribution follows an exponent of
-0.55. Our acknowledgement data fits a power law with an
exponent of -0.65, a significantly steeper slope than that
exhibited by citations. We explain this by noting a high
proportion of acknowledgements given to a relatively small
and static list of funding agencies. These agencies fund
work in many sub-communities within computer science.
In contrast, we expect but have not shown that a greater
number of research papers will be found within the top
echelons of cited work and that citations will be shared
among many classic papers according to particular
scientific communities.

Figure 2. The distribution of acknowledgements in the
CiteSeer document collection follows a power law with the
exponent -0.65. A line with -0.65 slope is drawn for
reference.

Organization

We have applied our acknowledgement extraction
algorithm and name instance merging techniques to
335,000 documents within the CiteSeer archive. In this
section we present the top twenty acknowledged entities
within the archive, ordered by the total number of
acknowledgements made to the entities. In addition to
acknowledgement counts, we use the citation index in
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CiteSeer to develop further measures of entity impact.
Given that all but one of the top twenty entities are either
science funding agencies or corporate sponsors of scientific
work,
we
believe
that
the
combination
of
acknowledgements and citation counts in order to measure
relative organizational impact is particularly relevant.
In addition to total acknowledgement counts, the total
number of acknowledgements made to each entity is
presented along with the mean citations per acknowledging
paper, which we define as the C/A Metric. We take the
C/A Metric as a measure of the relative impact per
acknowledgement to each entity, thus a rough measure of
the effectiveness of research sponsored by the entities at
disseminating into the computer science community. The
results of the analysis are presented in Table 3.

Prototype Web Interface
In order to make the results of our acknowledgement
extraction publicly available, we have developed a
prototype web interface to our data collection. Currently,
the interface supports two distinct views on the data,
including an interface to the most acknowledged entities in
the database as well as a detailed view of the
acknowledgements to individual entities (see Figure 3 for a
partial screen shot of this view). In addition, a search
interface into the list of entity names is provided.

Figure 3. A partial screen shot of the taxonomy breakdown
feature of CiteSeer’s prototype acknowledgements interface.
This particular display pertains to acknowledgements made
to DARPA within the category of artificial intelligence.
A simple taxonomy is employed to provide an initial look
into more detailed analyses of entity impacts. Documents
within the CiteSeer archive are classified into a shallow
hierarchy of computer science topics via keyword search,
based on the top-level categories of applications,
architecture, artificial intelligence, hardware, compression,

machine
learning,
human
computer
interaction,
networking, operating systems, programming, security,
software
engineering,
theory, databases,
agents,
information retrieval, and the world wide web. The
taxonomy was developed by Steve Lawrence and is
employed in CiteSeer’s Computer Science Directory
feature.
The precision and recall of the taxonomy
classification procedure has not been formally evaluated, so
we present the taxonomy as an informal tool for providing
additional organization to our data. Future versions target
the inclusion of ACM taxonomic classifications as the basis
for document categorization.
Each view in the interface presents a breakdown of
acknowledgements in terms of the total acknowledgements
in the database as well as a breakdown of
acknowledgements by taxonomic category. Within the
individual entity view, it is also possible to retrieve the
individual acknowledging papers and browse the data via
document co-acknowledgement links. The interface is
planned for deployment within the next major release of
CiteSeer.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
This paper describes a mixture method for automatic
acknowledgement extraction using a combination of
regular expressions and a SVM for acknowledgement
passage identification and a regular expression for entity
name extraction. The algorithm has been used to extend
the semantics of research contribution within the CiteSeer
Digital Library.
The results obtained from the
acknowledgement extraction algorithm have shown that the
algorithm is a viable tool for providing acknowledgement
metadata content in research libraries, and for creating
initial analyses of the relative impacts of acknowledged
entities in document collections. Through coupling the
extraction results with the ACI capability of the CiteSeer
indexing engine, we have measured the relative impacts of
acknowledged entities within the CiteSeer document
archive.
There are some improvements that can be made both to our
algorithm and our analyses. In particular, the line merging
method used in tandem with SVM line classification to
extract acknowledgement passages leads in some cases to
incomplete passage extraction.
Since lines of
acknowledging text after the last line classified as positive
in an acknowledgement passage are discarded, errors of
precision are induced when there are multi-line name
phrases beginning on the last line of positive-classified text.
Errors of recall are also induced if the names of
acknowledged entities are located on discarded lines.
Future work will investigate the usefulness of surrounding
structural cues within PostScript or PDF files for correctly
identifying the boundaries of acknowledgement passages.
An incremental performance improvement could be gained
for entity name extraction by developing more
sophisticated name recognition software such as that
described in [1,20].
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Work is currently underway to improve the data that our
algorithm is able to extract.
By developing entity
classification techniques based on machine learning tools,
we plan to automatically separate entities into the
categories of funding agencies, corporations, educational
institutions, and individuals.
In addition, we plan
implement language-aware parsing methods to capture the
type of acknowledgement being made, using Cronin’s
acknowledgement classification scheme as a base ontology.
Such improvements will allow more detailed studies of
acknowledgement and funding trends and facilitate the
targeted analyses of specific research fields as well as
individual research programs.
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